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Dog Is God Spelled Backwards
Howie Good
1
That’s the whole situation upstairs,
six dogs lit by a glowing August full moon
and casting black silhouettes
across the darkening blue sky.
2
I’m not really into cosmic things,
but it was like you don’t have a choice.
Aside from the very beginning,
when there was sunlight,
our whole lives are just a click,
634 minutes inside a volcano.

Author’s note: Assembled from “15 Musicians Spent the Night in an Active Volcano. Listen to What Happened,” page C2,
New York Times, 8-23-2016
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How to Create an Unreliable Narrator
Howie Good
Hold your breath,
dance slowly
to riffs on real time,
voyeur voyager forager forester,
a small sound
in your head.

Author’s note: Assembled from titles of artworks by Lee Kit, Leslie Hewitt, and Brent Birnbaum
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I Know Exactly Why Some Animals Eat Their Young
Deena November
I wake up to hot projectile vomit
all over my chest and a toddler
ripping out fists full of my long dry hair.
Nights like this are combat
training in sleep deprivation.
You try jumping out of my arms as I carry you
up the steep cement steps and into the red brick
house that needs to be repointed.
You try to eat the broken blue glass
from the shattered votive candle,
eat dirt, and small magnets
while I am reading.
You are playing on wooden steps
and then your small head is suddenly,
violently bumping down loudly,
neck bent.
How is that survival?
You are so vulnerable and in that hospital bed
you barely occupy,
I blame myself for every bruise and make deals
with God that I will be a good Jew
but that is just a lie.
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I Told My Sister in the Tub:
Deena November
I’m really a boy with a fake vagina.
Peach naked Barbie dolls float,
perfect nipple-less boobs face up
in bubbly green tinted water.
Leelee and I:
little flat buttons for breasts.
I’m an alien from outer space,
sent to spy on human families.
Midge, Barbie, Skipper, and
Stacie sit on the tub ledge
beside the shampoo bottles,
listening to me,
naked except for their
permanent plastic lace underwear.
I knock all four of them
back into the crowded tub.
Leelee splashes me with Barbie’s wet matted hair.
I’m not even your real sister.
I was adopted because mom
needed someone to watch you.
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Listening to Dylan
Deena November
In the front: my sister
in between my father and mother
peacefully fumbling through the snack bag.
Me: sandwiched in the back
between my two brothers
sitting within the invisible
lines they draw between us:
I’ll kill you if you cross.
Dylan’s “I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight”
lulls my brothers to sleep through
speakers front, side, and back.
Sleeping with their mouths open
their chewing gum falls out
gets stuck in my blonde hair.
I keep my eyes open and forward
don’t want my dad to drive us off
the road in the thick-as-my-mother’ssoup early morning fog.
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Swimming to Texas
Gail DiMaggio
I could walk into the Gulf and start. Or
I could sit here greasing my thighs
with the sunscreen I buy at Walgreens
along with tiny jars filled with lotion
of fresh young face. In the Florida that bakes
behind the beach, polite young men
wait to offer me statins, a brake job. Their mothers,
are playing mahjong. But Diana Nyad,
goggled, greased and 63,
scissored Cuban waves on her crazy way
to Miami. And on the Sarasota pier, a wife
announced she was trading
her marriage for Galveston,
and let the surging rhythm of her freestyle
take her into sunset. Face down,
urgent legs kicking, a woman might
cross the underwater desert,
its scatter of anchors, beer bottles,
its drowned women with rings
floating on their narrow fingers. Angel
fish. Figureheads. Keep
swimming. Once I’m far enough out,
I’ll strip, roll over and
rename the constellations. Not
Orion, but Isis. Not the bear
but the Spider. Somewhere—
there’s this one particular Texas.
No Alamo. No Interstate.
But adobe courtyards
draped with orange bell flower,
and the bright, wild barrens.
12

Night
Gail DiMaggio
night. n. 1. Time of darkness. The hours between the minute of the doctor’s mouth moving,
the black wave pouring in and the minute I swam back up to find the void open at my feet,
everyone certain I could cope. As in: the neighbor, cheerful, oblivious, Oh, honey, everything will
probably be fine in the morning. 2. The hours of no light…no light… no sound, no garage door
opening, the car purring in, no chime from the phone, the girl’s voice tinny with distance and
excuses. Then, later, official voices and Night settling in against the headboard, scratching
behind her pointed ear. 3. Darkness. A creature waiting on the other side of daily. She strokes
my forehead, my arm. She has eaten the air. As in: Nothing will ever be the same. 4. The last part
of the day, which comes always after. After work, after the highway and the argument, after
he and I promised each other we’d survive, and, all right, I did, but first—blood draws, sunset,
sunset, the smell of prayers and antiseptic. The long, slow cursing. 5. In a Bruegel painting,
Truth holds the chain and Night sprawls—shaggy and fanged—at his feet. He feeds her on
scraps of the damned. As in: Look what the night has carved into my face. Related Word: Nightfall.
The long, slow sobs of the man I tried and failed to comfort, the bed shaking under him so I
slept in another room, so I turned on every lamp, so I drove to the river or a lover or a casino,
played the running numbers, pumped my hips to the hard, hard rock, the backbeat, and Night
waited, patient and inevitable, rubbing her furry haunch against the door.
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Love Poem Written in Broad Darkness
Jed Myers
I’ve been advised not to say moon,
not to say heart too often, watch out
for uses of black, deep, or sea,
and never say soul. Don’t call the sky
heavens, avoid vast and infinite,
do not apply spirit, don’t toss around
love, and leave the flowers out of it.
Desire’s a risk, hope hazardous,
and longing best called something else.
So I’m well-warned, no swooner
staring up at that white boat riding
the night. It bears no letter,
no trinket, no tincture sent
to pleasantly jigger my ticker. And no
far shore across that immense water,
no port with a tower tuned
to any of our dazed whimpers.
Our infrared affections unfold
like idiot blooms on loose bony stems
till we end. Our breath leaves no evidence,
no echo off that great body of nothing
but distance. Still, I could call the heights
bruise-blue and you might feel a little
impact, or say I see coal-shine
embedding those steady sparks.
I will say street, as I’m on it.
Shouldn’t say solitude but I will,
less alone than minutes ago
in the jostle and slosh of the pub. This
moment I’ve saved to say love
just once more in this poem, your face
some literal elsewhere, close as ever.
I drift under the halide glare
and, like a fallen dogwood tetrad
crinkled, discolored, missed by the rake,
I scrape along the curb in the draft
of a passing car. Scent of match sulfur
14

or gunpowder, smell of fatal mistake
in this shaken air, I’m a late idiom
out of place. I’ll aim and fire
my antique flare like a brief near star
in your dream-sky. I’ll call it a sign.
You’d say it’s not there. I’ll say my soul did
what it could while there was time.
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An Adopted Korean Girl Learns about Beating in Korea
Bo Schwabacher
Bathing in recovery,
my Korean oma’s neck
is better
for sacrifice.
an iron,
a spine,
It’s Korea,
she says and reads philosophy—
my Korean oma
sits up
straight, her body’s madness like a prayer.
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An Adopted Korean Girl Visits the COEX Aquarium,
a Temple, and Korean BBQ in Gangham
Bo Schwabacher
the moon jellies—
flower blossoms
floating through
my sad grief,
I got turned on
by the waiter
cutting the pork
with scissors.
“Delicious,” he said.
“Eat,” he said.
I walked across the street
to the Buddhist temple Bongeun-sa.
Please let me become my own mother.
The Korean waiter
entered my Korean body.
The pork
became a pig
again and the moon jellies were
reborn
as a temple in my surrendered city.
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To the Pair of Snakes I Ran Over This Morning
Matthew Burns
After the little drumroll, that was my tires
flattening and then flattening again
your languid morning bodies,
the hum of road appeared.
It was as if there was a knock
and someone opened a door: there, all around,
was the sound of tires and road touching
and letting go and touching again,
fast as lovers in a backseat expecting
to be caught, to move me toward
a parking lot, the way tires must.
Then horses in the field
I went past rubbed head-to-flank
and goats in the one behind laid
in their patches of grass and nibbled around
out of boredom or hunger. The corn grew
dry and rattled in the rising wind that said
there was to be rain later. And there was rain
later and it fell because what else
does it know to do beyond that?
And when, on the way home, I passed
what was left of your bodies—a shadow
under three magpies pecking the wet road—
it was just beginning to wash away
into the culvert that is to be washed into,
the way everything out there is out there
to do one thing and do it beautifully.
The road, the door, the horse,
and all that—that’s what they do,
the same way I am telling myself this
as I roll toward home through the early night
coming on too fast to judge.
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Kern River
Terri Niccum
I’ll never swim Kern River again
		
--Merle Haggard
The fish that caught my hook that day
was lured by Velveeta
a soft lump of gold
on an arc of silver
dangling in the river
that Merle sang about.
Only this was a kinder day
with slower, gentler rush
and the quick snag,
my rod bent, tugged down
with a thump of new weight
and almost jerked away
until I backed, pulled the straining rod up
and reeled out
that wiggling slash
glowing like wet neon
that my dad netted
swirled in the stream
and laid on ice.
And Dad in his baseball hat
and my brothers in their cowboys
were all veteran fishers.
But this was a soft day
when the sun washed the water
and sprawled on the trees
a good day for beginners
And that fish with its sterling promise
swam to me.
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I Want to Be Glenda Farrell
Terri Niccum
I want to be Glenda Farrell
as Torchy Blane, the way she played her.
She played her with a gut,
the way Torchy successfully solved all the mysteries
herself, yet hid her smarts from everyone
but the movie goer. The way
she successfully protected her sweetheart’s
ego, her “Skipper,”
let him have all the credit
while she silently kept
all the esteem.
Selfless yet full of self.
Self-realized, the same way she
scooped all the male reporters
always got her story, because they
would always give up too early, take
no for an answer, while she kept on
looking for the backdoor or side window
or freight elevator, some other
has to be a way. Because she believed
she would find a way. And she did. Torchy Blane
was the original Little Train That Could
in blonde coif and stilettos. I want to be
Glenda Farrell because she was a good enough
actress to make me believe in
Torchy Blane. I want to be Torchy Blane
because she was pretty, yes,
but even more brainy.
Because she was sexy, but savvy,
so strong and yet so Hollywood,
Because only in Hollywood
does the good girl,
(well good-at-heart at least),
always get her story
and
always get her man.
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Arboretum by Flashbulb
Joanna Fuhrman
The lightbulb was invented
by God who got bored
with nature when Adam
committed incest
with the mouth
of The Statue of Liberty.
Still, we approach
each other in blinks
and binary code,
feel lopsided happy.
At the public pool,
everyone’s reflection
looks cinematic.
Someone gives birth
to a clown nose
and all the strangers
flicker their wombs
and itinerant bones.
A plastic angel figurine
wants to know
What’s the difference
between a tear drop
and a pond?
In response:
the clouds split,
sort of giggle.
They mimic
laughter
with their
white, puffy lips.
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Why the Symmetry of a Poppy Seed Is an Atheist Prayer
Joanna Fuhrman
My coffee tastes like water,
and my bodega bagel
envies the honestness of a roll.
So do I.
Some people are all
about the now, now.
I’m all about
the how how.
There’s something
in the past, a ghost purple
who-are-you
lurking between
the shoulders of city people
that makes me
want to stay.
And who else besides us
is able to feel the eyes
of the three-legged
deli cat looking up
a stranger’s pant leg,
right into her soul.
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Glass of Lunch with Some Bombsville Face Stretcher
Billy Cancel
my 2nd rate hometown is usually the scene of such
meetings fair question would be what’s on the rail for
the lizard? if you find this less than
gross maybe you should provide comforting
support because i’m more attached to
unsettling backlit places than people
viewed today through
minus 7.5 minus 6 would have done glimmering to the
accompaniment of some kitsch orchestral score giving
me a terrible urge to strip back & edit long monologues
then shave the muck
am likened to ___ my day is___ my numbers
are ___ my colors are___ adept at___ helping with___ representations of me
strategically placed to deter retro sci-fi aesthetic cobwebs floodlit center stage
i
could change black dog for monkey but your arms & legs must
be painted on &
we have a name for
people like you where i
come from &
that name is
king
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Milk White Horses
Jon Pearson
And there he stood next to the tree, the boy looking like his name could be Raymond; standing there, splitting the day with his blond head, the sweet, wide day; and the fat tree sucking its thumb, motherless, stubborn, all trunk and branches and long, greedy roots knuckling and thirsting down, down, ever hopeful, into
the pitch-dark dirt. And nowhere was there (and why would there be) a pretty little queen, punchy from a late
night of sousing about in her underwear, slamming doors and drawers and screaming about a big, loose
castle, the likes of which are hardly bearable. But nothing like any of that was happening. And the Raymondlooking boy just standing there beside the great big treezy-weezy as it fell mightily upward, straggling toward
the sky, wider and wider, like cranberry roots, and only at the very top running out of itself, rounded in
sunshine.
Mighty King Sun was smiling down into the frowning earth, the sodden, sullen brown-brown earth of frogs
and mites and bulrushes crushed under foot, flower petals all bursting, busted, broken, and nowhere, nowhere, was there something buzzing upward like a swing with ropes or, no, a merry-go-round with milk white
horses streaming by, and Raymond, if that was his name, standing there next to the tree as if it were a wise old
rotty, hollowed-out barn, full of owls and beehives and suppurations of all sorts, and you could see it all over
his mouth the way it sagged at the ends, and he only a kid, seventeen or eighteen, his mouth pulled down
at the corners as if by tiny wrought iron church bells, his mouth innocent and waiting like pure air, the sun
beating down heavily and, like I said, not a queen, not a queen in her underthings in sight, anywhere, except
maybe watching from some wet below, made of wandering girlhoods from a time gone so far, far away and
only the lactation of something or other, the milk of kindness rising out of the soil like miniature towers
of unnoticed love, as easy-weazy as cream on biscuits in a bowl, and so it is. Things can stand by so solidly
and reminiscently: a boy, a tree, a farm maybe in the distance, but a distance made now of flat, hard ground
and not, and again why would it be, of upward withering things like old ladies’ eyes fingering into sycamore
branches, snapping off, floating, mewing in the perfect air, the true-blue, good-as-gold air, the sky of everything, the sky between each and all things, like an open canyon. But no queen, like I say, in sight, and the boy,
whose name, turns out, was Chuck, was only waiting for his father, a large man, to come up from the river
bottom where he had been doing something, mending something.
Waiting there like a box, a nice, big, boy box, filled with bats and balls and lead soldiers and pigeon bones and
wisps of unfolding memories. The boy named Chuck, waiting for a father named something fathery, coming soon up from a river with the sound of river like a wall in the back, the spray of river, the whitish bash,
the rush of fish and daddy longlegs and tadpoles and twigs and sticks and bark shards and palm fronds and
leaves and strands of molted upside-down things going down and down a river, his father all on his knees
and legs and feet, up from the on-flowing water, full of the very guts of sunshine and the half-broken wings
of fine, fine remembrances. The father, to flash out a glance of relationship with the boy named Chuck, his
son, who, the whole time, was turning his solitary waiting into some one single thing, like a face with hair on
top of it. Raymond, yes, Raymond is better. It is a lovely maroon-colored name. But by now the slight distance has swallowed everything, and the names and the sounds of everything go all silvery, the wah-wah of
water, splashy old water, wrinkling with the breeze into endless little frolics of frolicking.
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While somehow, somewhere, some nice cute queen with bare elbows stares drunk out an open window and wonders, soft as snow, what the hell she will do next. Looking smack at the immediate unknown, which looks the same
as ever. A door opens. No door opens. A horse appears. No horse appears. A bird. To heck with birds. The white
wooden merry-go-round horses that weren’t, now swim round her head. And somewhere, she imagines a man walking back from a river. And somewhere, she feels a boy waiting next to a tree. While she, a queen, watches the horses
rise and fall, rise and fall, and forgets about the tree and the boy (whatever his name was) and his father up from
a river, and the sun and the branches and the farm and the box, forgets everything, everything, and just loses herself…loses herself into the milk white horses.
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A Wolf That Used to Be Dog
John Talbird
John and Jen will live happily ever after together in the Student Ghetto. Until Jen decides that John has no
ambition and that he drinks too much. Then she’ll move into her own apartment, get a job filing forms,
answering the phone, and typing the occasional memo in one of the campus offices at the University of
Florida. She’ll earn her MFA in poetry writing, read the occasional poem at a local open mic, and flip through
fashion magazines on the lawn next to the school library. She’ll do fine on her own and, after a while, she’ll
look around for someone with whom she might be more compatible, but she’ll be in no great hurry to find a
match even when people ask, “Are you seeing anyone?”
John will move back to North Georgia, rent a trailer down a dirt road, and spend his weekends trying to kill
black bears with a bow and arrow. When he gets hot and bothered, he’ll drive into Atlanta, hole up in a cheap
hotel with a whore, fuck and drink until he wakes up on the floor alone and penniless. On Sundays, he’ll go
to a backwoods church by a riverbank where people will be baptized in muddy water. When the preacher asks
if anyone would like to come up and testify, he’ll feel a jerking in his knee that feels like faith, but might just
be the harbinger of epilepsy. He’ll stop attending this church when he has sex with some skank in the bathroom.
Jen will learn to throw pots, open a shop, and, once a year, sell her wares for charity, giving all her profits to
benefit kids with leukemia. She’ll work harder than she ever has in her life, watching red clay grow between
her wet hands to form bowls and cups. Food and beverage out of these dishes taste different somehow, not
necessarily better, but perhaps a bit more natural. No, that’s not the word, maybe just more a part of her,
more intimate, more already her before it becomes waste in her gut.
John will eat fried eggs, sausage links, and white bread toast each morning, washing it down with black coffee, except for when he’s using. Then he’ll sit in bed, nodding, lips wet with drool, the rubber tube hanging
loose on his bicep, track marks scabbing down the length of his arms, a muddy red in the murk of his trailer.
The full moon will send its glow down from thousands of miles above the Earth. Somewhere out in the hills,
a wolf will howl all through the night.
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Kryptonite
John Talbird
When I first met her, Kay was wearing tight black jeans rolled at the ankles. I went around the apartment asking people what her name was, but none of the others at the party knew her. I finally just introduced myself;
she visibly shivered when I spoke.
“I live down by the park,” she said. We grabbed a bottle out of the kitchen and walked the several blocks
over to her third-floor walkup. Her only furniture was a mattress on the floor, so we sat on it and drank the
wine. It was too warm in her apartment despite the fact that they were forecasting snow, so we stripped down
to our underwear. Since she didn’t pay for the heat, the windows were open and we could hear the sea crashing on the rocks a few blocks away.
We spent many nights together after that although Kay lived all the way out in Bay Ridge and it was a trek to
get there. I think I knew there was a deep, hidden rage in her. Once, we were in a café near her house and I
said something I thought was just teasing, but she must have taken it wrong because, without even a change
of expression, she reached over and squeezed the flesh on my bicep so hard that I yelled loud enough to stop
conversation at nearby tables.
I was playing in a folk rock band, Turtlehead, at the time, and Kay would come to our shows and sit on my
amp between sets. My bandmates, old hippies in their forties and fifties, couldn’t stand her and didn’t try to
hide it. Lately, I’ve been trying to remember why I could stand her for so long.
She was Czech and often, at night, after we had fought—not just yelling, but drag-out hitting, clawing, and
biting—I would lay my head in her lap and she’d hum some uspavanka, lullaby, from her childhood, and I’d
think, Maybe I can live this way.
But I guess she couldn’t because she said to me a couple months ago, “I can’t stand to be around you for
even one more day.” She said she was going back to school, that she’d already been accepted to some creative
writing program in the Midwest and would be gone in a few days, but that she was going to stay at her friend
Chrissy’s apartment until her flight. I pretty much stalked her for the next three days, dropping by Chrissy’s at
all times of the day and night, calling Kay’s cell, camping out at a coffee shop across the street until my hands
shook from the caffeine. This may be the lowest point in my life.
She’s disappeared from New York and now my life is simpler than it’s been in a long time. For the first time
in years, my powers have returned and I fly through the city at night fighting crime. I’ll never lose control
again.
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Winter Gold (from Found Memories)
Danny Powell

I called those trees The Twins. They were the only two lining our street, and they seemed to stand at exactly
the same height. I would press my back against the trunk, looking up, and the tops stretched farther than I
could see. Into the heavens one day, into the giant’s house the next.
An overnight snowfall quieted everything like nothing else could. Dad would head off even earlier than
usual, and I would slip out of bed as his car drifted around the corner, the growl of its engine snuffed out by
houses not visible from my window. Too young to go out by myself, I’d wait on the porch for Sis and listen
to the silence that would soon be chased away by kids who had heard the news about school and slept in, my
resentment toward Veronica for being one of those kids dispelled by desire for the sound of my boots in the
virgin snow. I learned to love the waiting, even though I didn’t know it was because it allowed the quiet to
wrap itself around me like the blanket I had thrown from my body only moments before.
“Where’s the lightning?”
“Darn it,” she’d say in a whisper almost as hushed as the neighborhood. She’d return moments later
with the canister of cooking grease and a rag.
The closest hill was miles away, and since our world was our street we had to make do. The incline of the
29

pavement demanded something extra, and the greased rails of our sled brought us to dangerous speeds. We
hid the trick from Mom and the rest of the kids, who challenged Sis and me to races they never had a chance
of winning.
“You think we should let someone beat us next time?” My question to Veronica came once I was old
enough to begin deciphering the rules of making enemies.
“Real friends won’t care that we always win.” I remember the feeling as much as her words: it was
like she knew I was going to ask the question before I even posed it.
***
Dad posed for this moment just before he hurried inside. He always left for work while it was still dark and
returned after sunset, but that day he came home early—I’m not sure why—and found us flying down the icy
street in what must have been a blur.
“Sit with them, will you, George?” Mom already had her camera to her eye as Andrew dropped the
sled at Dad’s feet. I heard the sigh and later wondered if it was Mom’s request or the snow kicked up onto
his shoes that had ushered it forth.
“Do you think Daddy’s a vampire?”
“He’s just scared of getting into an accident.” The truth is I shared Andy’s concern, and it wasn’t
until I saw Dad’s car turning the corner to our street as we barreled toward it that my fear subsided. “And he
hates traffic.”
His shoes were clicking across the porch almost before the click of Mom’s camera ceased, and I felt my
brother jump when the door slammed shut.
“One more run before dinner?” I whispered in his ear. I knew taking flight would settle his heart.
***
I loved the way the wind hummed a song that seemed destined only for me. I would slide my hat back just
enough to welcome the sound into my ears, not minding the cold brought with it. It was the one sound that
felt like a cousin to silence, or rather its sibling, most likely birthed just after the silence of the world before
the world was breathed into existence.
I would lean back, Veronica obliging my intrusion, and the gray sky would begin to feel like a more beautiful version of the earth below, the snow-white landscape giving way to asphalt, leaky engines, and dirt whose
origin you could never quite figure out. The formless and unchanging sky camouflaged the insanity of our
speed, and I only knew the ride was coming to an end when Veronica’s shriek pierced my ears, a sound immediately silenced by the burning cold against my cheeks as I lay buried in the snow bank she had steered us
into, the only way to stop. It was violent to say the least, but it was a sudden and dramatic climax that made
you want to do it again.
“One more,” I’d command.
“You never learn.”
“I’m not scared of him.”
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Sis would drag the sled across our yard as the other kids begged to borrow it, hungry for its velocity. I envied the
way she fended them off by just staring straight ahead, ignoring their cries with cold defiance. They shrunk away,
kicking their slow sleds and balling up snowballs they’d never dare throw at us.
***
I couldn’t stand the silence of dinner. I wanted to brag to Mom about the day, joke with Andy about anything at
all.
***
I don’t know why I wanted to prolong my arrival at the table. Though nothing like the silence of morning, dinner
silence was better than the alternative.
***
I think forgiveness comes more naturally for the oldest child.
***
I longed for the day when she wouldn’t turn the sled. I wanted her shriek to never come, the gray sky that made
it seem like we weren’t moving at all to continue forever.
I pulled my hat over my ears, shutting out the wind, and for the first time heard the scraping of the rails against
ice and patches of exposed street.
***
I think Andy longed for the day when I wouldn’t turn the sled.
***
I began to notice the differences in The Twins, maybe because of the identical houses behind them. Sled rides
became solo adventures, now slower thanks to not having Veronica’s knack for greasing the rails so perfectly.
I would lean back into nothingness, stare at the same sky from the winter before, and steer into the bank, no
longer crashing face first but instead holding on, gripping my sled with bare fingers and waking up the next day
unable to twist my neck or raise my hand in school.
***
Or maybe it’s acceptance.
***
The day I convinced myself that my father was a vampire, I returned home to a large truck parked by the trees
and two men dressed in matching uniforms looking up into their branches. I went over and stood with them,
not noticing one twin had leaves and one didn’t, and I listened as the men discussed cutting points.
“What are you doing?” I asked neither one of them in particular.
“This tree here is about to come down,” one of the men said.
“It’s all but dead,” mumbled the other one.
“You can’t do that,” I ordered.
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“Unless you’re the mayor, we don’t have any choice,” and, “Yup, city’s orders.”
I had never wanted a tree to fall on someone more than I did at that moment, and I tried to will it. When nothing happened, I walked to my house and hid in my closet until the saws shut up and the truck grumbled into
oblivion.
***
I never saw Andy stand beneath the lone tree.
***
I would sometimes dream of playing chicken with his car just to see if he would swerve or run me over. I slide
right under, rails scraping pavement, my nose only inches from bumper, catalytic converter, muffler, tailpipe. I
rocket out from under that metal beast, glowing red from tail lights but quickly fading back to black, one with the
darkness, my body and the night fused together.
And I keep on going.
Past the snow bank, through the intersection, into tomorrow and the day after that.
***
I never saw Andy again.
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